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and Northeast Africa and Europe 1 . It gets the name from the
Chinese silk trade, and is a major reason for the connection of
trade routes into an extensive trans-continental network. Silkroad
plays an important role in serving as a conduit for cultural,
commercial and technological exchange with the communication
between the traders, merchants, soldiers and so on. Trade on the
route was seen as a significant factor in the development of the
great civilization of China, India, Egypt, Persia, Arabia, and
Rome.

ABSTRACT
With the development of Web2.0, very large scale resources of
multimedia have emerged in the internet. In this paper, we present
a novel framework of building a tour guide based on the online
knowledge resources, e.g., e-Silkroad, a photographic guide of
traditional Silkroad. The tour guide is jointly established by text
information from Wikipedia and images from flickr website. Our
method starts from a keyword “silkroad” in Wiki and typical
cities are extracted and regarded as the key threads of the guide.
Then a great number of images and their description tags are
downloaded from Flickr website. To highlight the most
interesting place and more active tourist, the framework computes
the hot spots and photographers in the dataset. To introduce each
place along the silkroad, all the images are classified into four
categories by its content, including person, food, man-made, and
sights. Finally, the images are registered into Google Maps
according to the geog-tag descriptions along silk routes to
generate e-Silkroad. In our evaluation experiment, 20676 images
were downloaded from 35 key cities along silkroad. Experimental
results show that it is effective from social media to cultural
tourism under the connected environment.

Social media is a new way to communicate within people by
various types of media. Wikipedia defines social media as “the
various activities that integrate technology, social interaction, and
the construction of words, pictures, videos and audio”. Social
media is relatively more recent technology that is emerging for
further transforming and broadcasting media monologues into
social media dialogues. With the development of web2.0, more
and more resources are embedded in the internet, such as
Wikipedia [1], Flickr [2] and so on. We can exploit the resources’
relationship between the texts and photographs shared on the web.
The silkroad in ancient times is a trade route. However, it would
be much more attractive tourism route rather than trade today.
Due to the rich online resources, we build a new e-silkroad tour
guide, which is a sample of combining social media with cultural
tourism.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [INFORMATION INTERFACES AND
PRESENTATION]: Multimedia Information Systems

Kisky [3] is an application system for social media and tourism.
To deal with various social media, the system takes different
methods. The “tourism” means that the user browses the web
page in the system from one link to another. Photo tourism [4] is a
system for browsing large unstructured collections of photographs
in a 3D interface. The system employs the photographs
downloaded from personal photo collections and the Internet
photo sharing sites (Google Image Search, Flickr). After that, the
system automatically computes the viewpoint of each photograph
in the model. This is a novel approach in photo browsing and
tourism in the 3D model. However, the system cannot reveal
higher level information about something behind photographs,
such as, the culture, the content of the photograph, the event of
different photographers and so on.

General Terms
Algorithms, Human Factors, Performance

Keywords
Silkroad; Tour Guide;Social Media; Sparse Representation; Image
Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
The Silkroad (or Silk Routes) is an extensive interconnected
network of trade routes across Asian continents connecting East,
South, Western Asia with Mediterranean world, as well as North

In order to discover deep information behind the photograph and
produce the culture from images we need to classify the contents
of images into different categories. However, the diversity and
ambiguity of image content make image classification challenging
in computer vision.
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aspects. The first one is that we propose the hot spots model to
reflect the attractive cities and the active tourists who have
traveled from several cities along the silkroad. The second is that
we build a cultural and local custom model represented by the
image categories. Each category shows one part of the culture and
custom. The pipeline of our framework is show in Figure 1.

Li et al. [5] proposed a framework for landmark image
classification. The geog-tagged photographs were downloaded
automatically from Flickr. By looking for the peaks in the spatial
geo-tag distribution, they build the landmark classification model
with multi-class support vector machines (SVM) and bag of
features (BOF) [6]. For much more precise of classification, the
text attached with each photographs was taken into consideration.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
analyze the problem and formulate the models. Section 3 is the
experiment setup in our framework. The experiment result and
discussion are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the remarks in the paper.

For image classification, Yang et al [7] develop an extension of
the spatial pyramid match kernel in nonlinear SVM.
The purpose of the paper is to build an e-Silkroad tour guide
based on the photographs by various tourists. As we know, some
tourists may take some photographs that they have visited. These
photographic resources on photo-sharing website are useful and
important for us to build the e-Silkroad. However, the method on
how to organize these resources is very important when the
photographs and texts are downloaded. For a tour guide, it is
much better to show the hot spots, the cultural and local customs
along the silkroad.

2. Building the Tour Guide
Our goal is to build a new silkroad tour guide from the online web
page with text and image cues. Given a keyword ‘silkroad’, we
can download the related resources automatically from the web.

2.1 Learn what the ‘silkroad’ is
Our framework first boots from a keyword called ‘silkroad’. In
the Wikipedia page of ‘silkroad’, it explains the details of this
historical event with texts and little photographs. The small
number of photographs listed on the Wikipedia page cannot
intuitionally reflect the details of each historical event. Building a
new tour guide may need more resource about silkroad.

E-Silkroad tour guide boots with the keyword ‘silkroad’, and
collects the related photographs with the Wikipedia explaining
what the keyword is. In our experiment, we extract 35 key cities
along the ancient silkroad. The number of photographs of each
city changes from tens to thousands, so we build an image
classifier that each category reflects one part of the city.

From Google Map, we infer the detailed routes from the cities as
a kind of file as “KMZ”. The routes of silkroad are marked by
yellow lines in Figure 2. The representative images are registered
to Google Map with their geog-tags.

Wikipedia Input
Keyword: silkroad

2.2 The Recommend Model
2.2.1 Hotspots Cities
We use a hotspot computing model to recommend user the most
interesting place in the Silkroad. Each photograph in the dataset
has its own description file, which contains several items about
the photograph, such as title, URL of the photograph, taken time
of photograph, author, photograph tags, and so on. So we can use
these items to compute and generate the hotspot. We propose a
statistic measure to evaluate how importance a place is in our
framework.

K extracted cities

Flickr

City 1

City 2

To generate e-Silkroad, we get image and description collection
from Flickr website. Assuming we have a set of K cities along
the silkroad, denoted as C = {Ci | i = 1, 2,L, K } . Each city has a

City 3

……

image collection I C j = {I i | i = 1, 2,L, N j } and description file

City K

DC j = {Di | i = 1, 2,L, N j } , where N j is photograph number in
Recommend Model
Hot Spots

the city C j . In total, we have N images in the dataset

Cultural Tourism

I = U Kk=1 I Ck and N = ∑ j =1 N j . Apart from these attributes of
K

Image Categories

Active Tourist

images, we also need to take the author of the photograph into
consideration. From Flickr, we collected R photographers who
took pictures in these cities and denote the author set as
A = { Ai | i = 1, 2,..., R} . For each city C j , the author subset is

e-Silkroad
Tour Guide

denoted as AC j . So, A = U Kj=1 AC j .

Figure 1. The pipeline of the proposed framework for e-Silkroad
In this paper, we propose a novel framework to build an eSilkroad based on Web2.0. Our contribution concentrates in two
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Figure 2. The routes of Silkroad with representative images.

algorithm to build the vocabulary and to quantize each input
vector. However, the error in the quantization cannot be avoided.
For a better image classification performance, we choose the
sparse coding to present the images.

We can compute the hotspot factor H C j of the city C j as,
HCj =

# photoC j
# photo

,

(1)

The goal of the sparse coding is to represent input vectors by a
weighted linear combination of a small basis vectors. These basis
vectors are trained as the dictionary, and they can capture highlevel patterns in the input data. Given the SIFT appearance
r r
r
descriptors set X as input data, X = [ x1 , x2 ,…, xM ]T ∈ R M ×D , each
r
row of X is a D-dimensional SIFT descriptor vector xi ∈ R1× D .
Concretely, each input SIFT feature vector is succinctly
r r
r
represented as B = [b1 , b2 ,L, bM ]T ∈ R M × D by using basis vectors
r
and a sparse vector of coefficient s ∈ R1× D , so the input vector
M r
r
can be written as xi ≈ ∑ b j s j . The basis set is also overcomplete

where I i is the ith photograph in the images dataset and I C j is
the set of images of city C j respectively.
In Eq.(1) we only consider on the assumption that the most
interesting place along the silkroad has much more photos than
those in common places. But the above assumption is not enough
to describe the real influence of cities and distribution of visitors.
One may take a huge number of images in one place, even though
the place is not attractive. So the number of tourist should be
taken into consideration as well. The number of tourist (reflected
by photographers of the images) in the hotspot could be more than
other places. As a result, we redefine hotspot factor H C j in Eq.(1)

j =1

( M > D ) for its capturing a large number high-level patterns in
the input data.

as,
HCj =

# photoC j # authorC j
# photo # author

.

(2)

Sparse coding is a method for discovering good basis vectors
automatically using the unlabeled data. It can be solved by the
optimization problem,

2.2.2 Active Tourist
Since each image has its descriptions of photographer and taken
place, we can use it for a computing hot factor of tourist in Eq.(3),

H Ai =

# photoAi # city Ai
# photoA # city

.

min

r
r
{b j },{ s }

M

i =1

subject to

(3)

D

r

∑ ||x − ∑ b s
i

j =1

(i )
j j

M

D

||2 + β ∑∑ φ ( s (ji ) )
i =1 j =1

r
|| b j ||2 ≤ c, ∀j = 1, 2,L N

,

(4)

where φ (⋅) is the sparsity function, and β is a constant. In our
experiment, we adopt the L1 penalty function as the definition of

2.3 Cultural and Local Customs

sparsity, φ ( s j ) =|| s j ||1 .

The proposed framework can give some advices to new tourists
who want to take a journey on Silkroad. It can also show new
comers hotspot cities and the most active tourist who had visited
some cities of the silkroad by the recommend model. The derived
hotspots and active tourists are on the macro point of view. For
each city along the silkroad, our framework adopts a method of
image classification as the city’s introduction. All the images I C j

The problem above can be written more concisely in matrix form:
X ∈ R D× M is the input matrix (each column is an input vector), let
B ∈ R D× N be the basis matrix (each column is a basis vector), and
let S ∈ R N × M be the coefficient matrix (each column is a
coefficient vector). Then, the optimization problem can be
rewritten as,

in the city C j can be classified into four categories, which reflect

M

the local customs respectively.

N

min || X − BS ||2F + β ∑∑ φ ( Si , j )
B,S

2.3.1 Sparse Coding for Image Representation
BoF is popular measure to represent the image. In the BoF model,
an image can be seen as a bag of appearance features (such as
SIFT feature). The traditional BoF uses K-means clustering

subject to

i =1 j =1

M

∑B
i =1
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2
i, j

≤ c, ∀j = 1, 2,L, N

.

(5)

automatically, we examine the details of history and use the
names of cities as listed in the right column of Table 1.

The optimization problem is convex in B (while holding S
fixed) and convex in S (while holding B fixed), but not convex
in both simultaneously. So we can iteratively optimize the above
objective function by alternatively optimizing with respect to the
basis set B and the coefficient matrix S while holding the other
fixed. Given B as a constant, we can use feature-sign search
algorithm [8] which is based on the L1 -regularized least squares.

Afterwards, we download photographs from Flickr by software
Bulkr 2 , which is based on Flickr API. Each photograph is
attached with a description tag file. In our experiment, 35 cities
and 20676 photographs are collected from Flickr. We assume that
the geog-tags of all the images are believable.

Given fixed coefficient matrix S , we employ a much more
efficiently method called Lagrange dual to solve the least squares
problem.

Table 1. The details of city name in e-Silkroad.
Wikipedia City
Aksu
Aleppo
Andijon
Antakya
Antioch
Anxi
Bagdad
Baoji
Constantinople
Damaskus
Dunhuang
Ecbatana
Gaza
Hami
Hecatompylos
Jiayuguan
Jiuquan
Kairo
Kashgar
Khotan
Korla
Kucha
Lanzhou
Nishapur
Palmyra
Samarkand
Shanshan
Teheran
Tianshui
Turfan
Wuwei
Xian
Yazd
Zhangye

2.3.2 Support Vector Machine for Image Classification
For any image represented by a set of descriptors, we can
compute a single feature vector based on some statistics of the
descriptors’ codes (can also be called coefficients). Denote zi as

the feature vector that represents the image I i . For the image
classification problem, an SVM aims to learn a decision function,
N

g ( z ) = ∑ α i yi k ( z , zi ) + b ,

(6)

i =1

where ( zi , yi ) is ith training data. zi is the feature vector and
yi ∈ {+1, −1} indicates the training label, respectively. For a test

vector z , g ( z ) > 0 means the image is classified as positive,
otherwise as negative. k ( z , zi ) can be any reasonable Mercer
kernel functions. In our experiment, we use a linear kernel
function k ( zi , z j ) =< zi , z j >= ziT z j . Then the decision function in
Eq.(6) is rewritten as,
N

g ( z ) = (∑ α i yi zi )T z + b = wT z + b .

(7)

i =1

Eq.(7) is the dual formulation of SVM, and Eq.(8) is the primal
formulation. By maximizing the margin, the classification
problem can be solved by minimizing the quadratic optimization
problem.
1 T
w w
.
2
subject to yi ( wzi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi , ∀i = 1, 2,L, N
min Φ ( w) =
w

(8)

3. Experiment Setup
3.1 Dataset
We submit the key word “silkroad” to Wikipedia. The whole
cities along the silkroad are extracted from the web page. In our
experiment, we select 35 key cities among the whole cities.

Candidate City
Aksu, Akshu, Aqsu
Aleppo Syria
Andijon, Andizhan, Andijan
Antakya, Ankara, Angora
Antioch, Antakya
Anxi
Baghdad Iraq
Baoji
Constantinople, Istanbul
Damascus, Dimashq
Dunhuang
Ecbatana
Gaza,Ghazza
Hami, Kumul, Qumul
Hecatompylos
Jiayuguan
Jiuquan
Kairo, Cairo
Kashgar, Kashi
Khotan, Hetian, Hotan
Korla, Kurla, Kuerle
Kucha, Kuche, Qiuzi, Qiuci
Lanzhou
Nishapur, Nishapu
Palmyra, Tadmur
Samarqand
Shanshan
Teheran, Tehran
Tianshui
Turfan, Turpan, Tulufan
Wuwei
Xian, Xi'an, Changan
Yazd
Zhangye

Searched City
Aksu
Aleppo Syria
Andijon
Angora
Antioch
Anxi
Bagdad
Baoji
Constantinople
Damaskus
Dunhuang
Ecbatana
Gaza
Hami
Hecatompylos
Jiayuguan
Jiuquan
Kairo
Kashgar
Khotan
Korla
Kucha
Lanzhou
Nishapur
Palmyra
Samarkand
Shanshan
Teheran
Tianshui
Turfan
Wuwei
Xian
Yazd
Zhangye

3.2 The Recommend Model
Our e-Silkroad can provide a photographic tour guide along the
silkroad. The hotspot cities and active tourists are obtained in
different points of view.

However, we have to confront some issues. The first issue is that
Wikipedia is a free and public encyclopedia where everyone can
modify the items. The user who updates the items may come from
different regions, and the spelling of the city name may be
different. For example, “Teheran” and “Tehran” are the same
place in the world. In our experiment, the official spelling in
English will be selected. Due to the language difference and
historical changes, some of the cities’ name may change after
thousand years. The second problem is that there are some ancient
city names in the silkroad, such as Constantinople. The ancient
name is the priority, and the current city name is the second
candidate. In order to download photographs related to Silkroad

3.2.1 Hotspot Cities
To show the most attractive cities, hotspot factors of cities are
computed by Eq.(2). The top 10 hottest cities are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3 Statistics of photos, photographers in each city and hotspot factor of each city.
described in Section 2.3.1, each dense SIFT can be encoded as the
Table 2. Top 10 hotspot cities along Silkroad.
combination of a small number of basis.
City
# Photos
# Visitors
Hot Factor

Xi’an
Teheran
Damaskus
Samarkand
Palmyra
Kairo
Dunhuang
Kucha
Constantinople
Kashgar

2226
2478
2478
1979
1275
1620
1695
585
967
673

347
284
156
135
139
103
82
126
104
68

In order to verify the performance of sparse representation and
check the classification of SVM, we choose some of the 600
images as training set and others are regarded as test. Since we
have 150 images in each category, we randomly selected 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130 and 140 in each
class as training images respectively. The above experiment is
repeated 5 times to eliminate accidental affects. The correct
classification rates are shown in Figure 5, from which we can see
the classification rate is over 0.85 when we use 320 training
images and the best one is about 0.89 when 560 images are
training and 40 ones are as test. In more details, we list the
confusion matrix in Table 4 when we apply 280 as training
images and 320 as test. These results have demonstrated that the
sparse feature representation and SVM classifier are effective for
image classification.

0.02323
0.02117
0.01163
0.00804
0.00533
0.00502
0.00418
0.00222
0.00302
0.00138

3.2.2 Active Tourists
The user of our tour guide can give some advices and suggestions
about the silkroad tourism. Our framework gets the list the most
active tourist by Eq.(3). There are totally 1608 tourists in our
dataset and the top 10 most active tourists are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Top 10 most active tourists in e-Silkroad
Author

# Photos

Shok
djtansey
Gwydionwi-lliams
Tianyake
auws
nozomiiqel
Robert Thomson
CharlesFred
cercamon
STATIC6

447
765
499
280
183
140
182
248
283
207

# Cities
Visited
5
2
3
5
7
8
6
4
3
4

Activity
Factor
0.0309
0.0211
0.0207
0.0193
0.0177
0.0155
0.0151
0.0137
0.0117
0.0114

4. Experimental Results

Figure 4. Examples of four categories of training set.

4.1 Image Classification

Table 4. The Confusion Matrix (280 training and 320 for test)

We adopt an unsupervised sparse coding and supervised SVM for
image classification. A training set is collected from the dataset.
There are 600 photographs in the training set, and these
photographs are labeled into 4 categories, which are food, person,
man-made, and sights. Each category contains 150 photographs,
some of which are shown in Figure 4.
The method of image representation is sparse coding. We choose
the dense SIFT descriptor to represent the image patches. As
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9.00

7.75

83.00

0.25
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2.25

5.75

0.75

91.25

the performance of image classification

1

0.95

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

(a) Xi’an city
0.7

40

80

120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520 560
the number of photographs

Figure 5. Performance of photo classification on the test set
with the change of training images.

4.2 Cultural Tour
After we have the SVM classifier for image categorization, we
employ it for culture organization. 20676 images of 35 cities are
classified into four categories and most of the photos are
registered in Google Maps by their geog-tags. Although some
photos are misclassified into wrong class, it does not matter for
culture introduction. In Figure 6, we show two typical examples
from e-Silkroad tour guide, which are Xi’an city and Istanbul
respectively. All photos taken by different photographers are
placed around the city by different color boundary, i.e., black for
food and fruit, red for man-made stuff, including temple,
architecture, handicraft, mural and so on, blue for person and
green for natural scene, such as mount, desert, prairie and so on.
One can move the cursor to his interesting spot and click so that a
lot of content related photos and corresponding texts are displayed
in the specific area and one can roam among these photographic
guides.

(b) Istanbul (Constantinople)
Figure 6. Snapshots of e-Silkroad tourism guide.
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